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Chapter 1 : What is Electronic Customer Relationship Management (E-CRM)? - Definition from Techopedia
Customer-relationship management (CRM) is an approach to manage a company's interaction with current and potential
blog.quintoapp.com uses data analysis about customers' history with a company to improve business relationships with
customers, specifically focusing on customer retention and ultimately driving sales growth.

Where a conversational CRM works more like an email appâ€”sometimes living inside your email appâ€”a
contact-centric CRM shows people front and center. Then, you can also keep plain-text notes on contact
pages. Tap More, and you can see a list of all your recent correspondence with that contact. Highrise Imagine
one piece of paper with every possible detail about your contacts, including all of their contact info, your tasks
related to them, previous conversations and documents, and more. That, in a nutshell, is Highrise. With a
similar simple design approach as Basecamp , a project management app originally made by the same
company , Highrise is focused on helping you know the most about your contacts. You can track every bit of
info about each contact, manage client emails in a team inbox, and email contacts directly from Highrise. You
can even reach out to all of your contacts at once with its bulk email Broadcasts. You can then filter your lists
easy by name, location, and more, to get even more details without having to click through to individual
contact pages. Vtiger You need a CRM to manage your contacts, find leads, and close sales. Then you need a
support app to manage your interactions with your new customers, a marketing tool to stay in touch, and more.
Or, you could just use Vtiger , a CRM that does it all. Vtiger will mange your contacts similar to a
contact-focused CRM, but also includes a combined email inbox for your team to collaborate on
communications in. Depending on your plan, it also includes a support system where you can answer customer
emails, and build support documentation so customers can solve their own problems. And it also has a project
management tool for your team to plan your own work. OnePageCRM may be just what the doctor ordered. It
literally keeps everything on one page, and is surprisingly fast to use. Select one, and their info will load
automatically in a pane on the right. You can still run Act on your computer or servers today, but the newest
version of Act! Essentialsâ€”runs in the cloud and is integrated with social networks. Cloud is an advanced
contact manager and email marketing tool. You can then create email newsletters and campaigns in Act!
Premium for more traditional CRM features. Some contacts might be important to one project, while others
may fall in several of your categories. Capsule understands that, and makes your contact lists front-and-center.
You can organize everyone into lists that represent their relationships to each other and your company. Solve
Everyone needs to track different things in their CRM, and use that data in different ways. Solve , well, solves
that problem by being deeply customizable, with custom fields, tags, activity templates, and more that let you
use it the way that works best for your team. It then integrates with Google Sheets so you can make custom
reports directly in a spreadsheet with your raw data. You can even mail merge and make personalized
documents using Google Docs. Nimble Staying in touch today means using social networks, collaborating on
shared calendars, and emailing more than most of us want. Nimble pulls all of that in, automatically creating
rich contact cards with your conversations from everywhere. Batchbook Many CRMs integrate with your
email apps, and some even surface social media accounts and add contact info from them. Batchbook goes
further by being fully integrated into Hootsuite. You can connect with dozens of social networks in Hootsuite,
and see your CRM data right alongside from Batchbook. It shows the names of the people you interact with
most frequently, along with your most recent conversations. Nutshell does that for you. Nutshell also helps
you stay on top of your sales process, with a kanban board-style sales process that lets you drag deals through
their stages as they progress towards a sale. With Streak, you can share email conversations with your
colleagues inside Gmail, organize messages in pipelines, and add notes to conversations that your whole team
can see. Contactually Yes, its name starts with "contact", but Contactually is actually a great app for
conversations. Then, its dashboard is organized based on who you need to contact again, based on your last
emails. This is an app designed just to ensure your conversations keep going. You can make sales calls right
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from the web app, logging, recording, and even transferring them to other sales agents right from the app.
Even in reports and individual contact views, Close. If you want the quickest way to get in touch, and do more
of your work over the phone rather than in email, Close. Leads and Deals Salespeople made CRMs a popular
category of apps, since they could track the people who potentially might buy the product and then make sure
you follow up until you actually close the sale. The only difference is, these apps are designed around moving
contacts through a sales process, where they start out as a lead that potentially might buy your product and
turn into a deal. You can drag and drop fields to the order you want them, and rearrange the deal lists to look
the way you like. Free; premium features and upgrade to full the HubSpot marketing suite available For a
deeper look at features and pricing, see our HubSpot CRM review. ClinchPad Just adding your contacts to
many CRM apps can be overwhelming with so many fields to fill out. ClinchPad tries to keep things simple by
just asking for the most basic details with your contacts and leads. Then, you can organize your leads on a
kanban-style board, and have ClinchPad automatically add tasks to your leads each time you move them
through another sales stage. Pipedrive Some apps show just one thing, while others give you some overviews
of your sales process with a Kanban board. Then, you can see a Timeline view of how your deals have
progressed, an easy way to see an accurate sales forecast for the months ahead. ProsperWorks has a nice blend
of all three with its deep Gmail integration that makes it simple to get all of your CRM info automatically
entered. ProsperWorks will watch Gmail for new contacts and let you easily turn them into leads. You can
then use its integration with Zoho to mail merge documents from your contacts, email them and start video
conferences from the app, and more. Plus, you can extend it with custom modules to make it the CRM that
works just like you want. Base The majority of CRMs show everything at once: PipelineDeals When you start
your work day, you need to see what needs to be done today. Many CRMs show the most important
conversations or leads that need contacted, but PipelineDeals shows everything right on the dashboard.
Pipeliner turns every part of your CRM into graphics, so you can see how your contacts and deals go together.
And yet, in when Salesforce first launched, the very idea of having an app in your browser was revolutionary.
Salesforce is actually a platform: The CRM still holds similarities to the original Salesforce, complete with
perhaps the most dated interface on this list. Its database backend, though, makes it more customizable than
most. It also includes some of the best reporting and prediction, along with customizable workflows,
automation, and team-specific dashboards. Once you have that, you can show it in infinitely different ways
that make sense for each task you need to do. These apps typically let you select a number of
appsâ€”including a CRMâ€”and use them together in one place. Podio Need apps for your business? Now run
by the Citrix team, Podio has everything you could want to run your businessâ€”including a lead-and-deal
focused CRM, along with a dedicated Contacts app. Odoo lets you do just that. Similar to the WordPress
open-source CMS, Odoo is an open-source app platform for your business that includes over 30 business apps
that you can install and run together on your own servers for free. Or, you can get the same features without
the trouble by signing up for an Odoo account. Most CRMs will let you upload that spreadsheet and add its
data automatically, but TrackVia does even more: TrackVia is a tool for building your own database-powered
apps online, with pre-made designs for CRM, project management, and other popular apps. Custom pricing
available upon request For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our TrackVia review. Neither have
built-in CRM tools to customize, but you could use their database features to build your own CRM if you
wanted. Depending on the CRM you selected, you should be able to either automatically import your leads
from a spreadsheet or sync with Gmail or Outlook to import your conversations and contacts. There are so
many, with such similar features, and yet such different workflows and use cases. Hopefully the descriptions
and reviews listed here will help you make your decision. If not, try out the ones that seem the most
promising, see which fits your team the best, and then settle into it. If a CRM that manages your contacts,
conversations, or leads and deals is enough for your needs, though, you could jump ahead to Chapter 4 to learn
how other teams picked their CRM and tips from them on integrating the CRM into your workflow better and
get the most out of it. Header photo courtesy prettyinprint on Flickr. This instructional course was crafted for
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you with love by Zapier.
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Chapter 2 : What is CRM Software? Webopedia Definition
In CRM (customer relationship management), CRM software is a category of software that covers a broad set of
applications designed to help businesses manage many of the following business processes.

Customer relationship management CRM is essential for companies of all sizes as a business strategy. CRM
encompasses a wide area of interactions and activities between a company and its customers. As a business
strategy, it helps in understanding the customer, retaining them, attracting new ones, and winning new deals,
thereby increasing profitability, but also decreasing customer management costs. The Internet and advances in
technology brought about new CRM software that are scalable and customizable, with powerful engines for
prediction, analysis, automation and streamlining of operations. The Top 5 CRM software and applications are
designed to help companies meet their goals of efficiently and effectively managing customer relationship.
With advanced features, they not only help sales teams sell more, but really provide customers with the
products and services they want. Some of the important features they should provide are automation for
customer support, marketing and sales. Reporting and analysis are critical features also for monitoring on key
performance indicators. Here is our list of top 5 CRM solutions that businesses can start with. Freshdesk
Freshdesk is a customer support and helpdesk solution founded in and based in California, USA. It helps
companies manage their customer relationship through a social helpdesk, knowledge base, and community
engagement. Since its launch, it is now being used by over 80, businesses and organizations all over the world.
Some of its features are a ticketing system, multi-channel conversation support, automation tools,
customizations that are easy to apply, and others. Learn more about Freshdesk 2. Insightly Insightly is another
web-based CRM software with project management tools. With its powerful and constantly updated features,
users are able to organize and manage contacts, as well as link address books, tasks, leads and email together.
The built-in PM features enable users to manage tasks and associate them with milestones, projects and
progress. It can generate reports based on opportunities and activities. Insightly also has versatile dashboards
and secured infrastructure to protect the privacy of data, users and availability of service. It offers a freemium
plan, mobile support and many 3rd party integrations. Learn more about Insightly 3. It helps teams simplify
their process, provide information the way they want to use it, and ultimately show insights that are useful for
the business. Multiple channel is supported no matter where customers are. It also has analytics, reporting,
automation, and allows for customization. Another advantage is the availability of a great number of add-ons
and integrations, including other Zoho apps and 3rd party products in various categories such as sales,
marketing, business productivity, customer service, social media and a lot more. Learn more about Zoho CRM
4. It has a variety of products for companies of different sizes and for specific industries. It helps teams boost
their sales, close deals, manage leads and boost productivity. Salesforce is an integrated CRM solution that
covers sales force automation, customer service, marketing, campaign management and more. Also, users
have the option to choose different plans with affordable pricing according to their current business needs, but
also scale up later to grow with the company in the future. Learn more about Salesforce 5. Infusionsoft
Infusionsoft is a cloud CRM, sales and marketing software for small businesses. It is a privately held company
founded in and based in Arizona, USA. Some of its features include contact management, list management
and segmentation. It also has a calendar, task management, lead scoring and email integration. Users of the
software are able to capture more leads, improve conversation rates, and provide customers with a seamless
online shopping experience, among others. Users can easily adopt and implement the system by choosing a
pricing plan based on their number of users or contacts, and a one-time kickstart package. Learn more about
Infusionsoft Conclusion Customer relationship management provides many benefits. Improving customer
relations can lead to increase in revenues, opportunities for selling premium products, and understanding
customer needs and behavior better. It also brings about improved internal communications within the
company. It has use cases not only for managing customers but also for employees, vendors and other
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partners. Although every organization is unique in its needs, many CRM software solutions are available
today that will address common basic requirements and also allow for flexibility and customizations. In
addition, many CRM companies offer great client support, training materials to get started, and other services.
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Chapter 3 : Infor CRM | Customer Relationship Management Software | Infor
Customer relationship management (CRM) is a technology that allows businesses both large and small to organize,
automate, and synchronize every facet of customer interaction. CRM system examples include marketing, sales,
customer service, and support.

The ability of CRM suites to carry out business with ease is driving the demand for the CRM solution across
both big and small companies. Customer relationship management solutions have managed to exhibit an
impressive adoption and growth rate in the last of couple of years despite over 20 years of market presence.
These solutions have boosted the efficiency of the sales teams by reducing the sales cycle time. Additionally,
they have also assisted in increasing revenues while simultaneously making the process of acquiring and
retaining customers easier. One of the most interesting trends observed in the CRM marketplace is the
spectacular rise of cloud deployed solutions. While this technology has been in the industry for quite some
time, its widespread adoption by small and large businesses was unforeseen. The rise in social CRM and
mobility has also been driving the growth of a new genre of customer services and relationship management.
Though the big data and analytics technology has various industrial applications, it has found significant usage
in the CRM marketplace. With predictive analysis and customer intelligence gaining traction in the industry, it
can be said with certainty that CRM and analytics integration is here to stay. Sales and marketing have been
benefiting from these technological advancements alongside customer services, IT, and finance departments
gaining equally from access to CRM databases. The industry is expected to continue its growth stride with
dynamic trends, technological proliferation, and innovations over the better part of next decade. As such, the
mid-market companies will play a role in changing the product functionalities and their portfolios, which
would shape the overall market in the coming years. To request a sample copy or view summary of this report,
click the link below: Further key findings from the report suggest: The industry is marked by the presence of
big enterprises including Salesforce. While business-to-business companies are at the forefront of customer
relationship management suite adoption, business-to-consumer companies maintain an upper hand in terms of
usage. CRM solutions are finding new business avenues including local governments, non-profit
organizations, and education sector. Connected devices will play a vital role in the changing industry as the
demand for mobile applications as the major deployment option is increasing. The professional services sector
is expected to embrace the solutions available in the market to a great extent as the application scope of these
solutions is in line with the services sector. Grand View Research has segmented the customer relationship
management market on the basis of deployment, enterprise size, application, and region:
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Chapter 4 : What is Customer Relationship Management - CRM? Webopedia
FUJITSU Enterprise Application Customer Relationship Management System is a CRM solution that gathers and shares
a wide range of information, including inquiries and business negotiations stored in spreadsheets or as hard copy.

Phone numbers are hard enough to remember, let alone the email and mailing addresses for everyone you
know. All we have to do is say Siri, call bob. Originally published December 24, ; updated August 3, with
additional details and updates. What is a CRM? A CRM will help you know what to talk about the next time
you meet a client. Customer relationship management software are tools to organize your contact info and
manage your relationship with current and prospective customers, clients, and other contacts. A good address
book app like Google Contacts lets you list your contacts, add detailed contact info, write notes about each
contact, and find email messages they sent you in Gmail. You can even organize contacts into groups, perhaps
to keep customers in one list and new leadsâ€”people interested in your productsâ€”in another. A CRM app
will do that and more, thanks to the R in its name: CRM apps typically are built around relationships. A CRM
will help you get the big picture of your contacts, and help you know exactly what to talk about the next time
you meet or email someone. A CRM is like your own mini social network filled with details about the people
most important to your business. A better idea is to use a CRM app, software designed specifically for contact
relationship management. All are great for managing contactsâ€”each with their own features focused on
specific use-cases. Which CRM is Best? Some teams just need a quicker way to get in touch with clients;
others need to approach each contact as a project, working for weeks to get a sale. Here are the four main
types of CRM software: These tools are built around the conversations your team has with your customers and
contacts. You can then easily see what other people in your team have talked about and refresh yourself on
what to say before emailing or calling a client. Conversation CRMs are like smarter team email apps that turn
all the messy inboxes across your company into an organized place that helps you stay in touch with the
people who matter most. The CRM helps you log the steps, tracing the interactions that led from the first
contact to the finalized deal, and is crucial for working together in a sales team that otherwise would struggle
to know exactly where the deal stood at any given time. And if you have a marketing CRM, it can. They then
also include automated workflows that help you, say, automatically send an email to a lead the day after they
click a link in a marketing email you sent them. These apps tend to be a bit more expensive than their
competitors, but can also help you close your next sale faster. Feel lost when you open a CRM? These are the
terms you need to know to find your way around. The simplest of all, Contacts are people. Some contacts are
special: Typically, these would be the people inside your own company that use the CRM app. Each of them
may have a Role, or a particular set of permissions in the appâ€”your sales team might not have access to your
Suppliers list, say, while perhaps only HR can edit details on your team Profiles. Each campaign will list the
contacts and companies most crucial to that marketing campaign, along with results, notes, and more. This
extra data gives you more ways to filter and sort through your CRM. Activity is usually listed in a
Facebook-like news feed so you can look over them easily. Many others, like Zoho CRM and Cloze, let you
store up to 25, contacts for free, plenty to get your business off the ground. Or, open-source CRM apps let you
manage contacts on your own server for free. Otherwise, nobody is going to update or maintain it. Once you
have a CRM, use it for that. Then, with all the selection, it can be tough to pick one CRM for your team. So
try a few, see how they fit your work styleâ€”and decide which type of CRM your team needs. Then at the
free trial period, pick one CRM and commit. CRM apps can help you make order out of the chaos of your
interactions with people, letting you focus on your customers instead of always trying to find out what was
said last.
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Chapter 5 : The 25 Best CRM Apps for Every Business - The Ultimate Guide to CRM Apps | Zapier
Base CRM is the web and mobile-based customer relationship management (CRM) application that allows B2B and
B2C sales professionals to manage sales, track leads and engage proactively with customers from anywhere.

Mature customer service, automated engagement, improved experience, and increasing scope of digital
operations are a few factors fueling the demand for these solutions across various verticals. This has forced
senior executives to seek the availability of consumer data, actionable insights in unstructured datasets, and
efficient tools to handle them, which is fueling the growth of industry. The industry-wide effort to deliver
better content and the shift from the push to pull marketing strategy will further help in the industry growth.
Global Customer Relationship Management market, by application, - USD Million Social CRM is expected to
become the next most sought after functionality in the industry after cloud-based SaaS delivery owing to the
changing dynamics. With the proliferation of technology in the industry, mobile CRM, automated customer
conversations, and robotic process automation would shape the future of the industry. The integration of CRM
suites with intelligent agents to mine the unstructured contact data in discussions, connections, and potential
customers is the prime focus of companies, which are directing the development of products of solution
vendors. The industry is expected to witness an ongoing tussle between large and traditional vendors and the
new emerging solution vendors. The CRM ecosystem would also be affected by the convergence of different
platforms and the streamlining of routine tasks will gain priority. Though the industry growth may be affected
by data privacy and security concerns of organizations, the ongoing price trends, deployment ease, and
business-critical applications of customer relations are anticipated to boost the adoption rate in the coming
years. Enterprise Size Insights Large enterprises have been the major adopters of CRM suites for quite some
time now as these solutions help them track their return on investments and improve the overall efficiency of
their sales cycles. The large enterprises segment emerged as the largest industry shareholder owing to the vast
marketing and IT budgets at the disposal of these organizations and the need for handling a huge amount of
data. Yet, in the recent years, SMBs have driven the growth of the industry owing to the widespread
popularity of SaaS-based solutions. The segment is estimated to grow at a CAGR of Application Insights
Though it is perceived that B2B businesses are the largest users of CRM solutions, the demand for these
solutions is quite high in the B2C businesses. Its importance in sales cycles and customer relations is impelling
the discrete manufacturing segment growth. Deployment Insights Cloud-based solutions have become the
norm in the industry, which can be attributed to the increasing demand for solutions that help the sales and
marketing teams on the go. The demand for SaaS is fueled by large and small enterprises alike as it provides
numerous benefits such as cost flexibility, mobility, and almost no hardware cost. Concerns regarding security
and privacy are the major hindrances observed in cloud deployment; however, as these concerns are being
tackled, the cloud adoption is set to increase even further in the coming years. The growth in the U. While the
North American region is anticipated to continue to dominate the industry, the European region has shown a
rather sluggish growth in the recent years as the gloomy economic conditions have affected the marketing and
IT budgets of the organizations in the region. The Asia Pacific region is estimated to grow the fastest over the
forecast period, owing to the growing demand from developing countries, such as China and India. The
growing scope of business, a large customer base, and an optimistic growth prediction are a few factors
driving the growth of industry in the Asia Pacific region. The region is estimated to grow at a CAGR of
Microsoft has also shown considerable growth in the last couple of years. The industry is also marked by
frequent merger and acquisition activities of smaller firms by well-established firms. An important
characteristic of the industry is the growing popularity of niche players that cater to specific industries across
different verticals.
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Chapter 6 : Best CRM Software | Reviews of the Most Popular Systems
Customer relationship management software are tools to organize your contact info and manage your relationship with
current and prospective customers, clients, and other contacts. They're address books on steroidsâ€”the modern
version of old-fashioned Rolodex.

Improved customer service efficiency and effectiveness Individualized marketing messages also called
campaigns Connect customers and all channels on a single platform. In general, customers would have some
questions, concerns or requests. CRM services provide the ability to a company for producing, allocating and
managing requests or something made by customers. For example, call center software, which helps to
connect a customer to the manager or person who can best assist them with their existing problem, is one of
the CRM abilities that can be implemented to increase efficiency. In CRM, segmentation is used to categorize
customers, according to some similarity, such as industry, job or some other characteristics, into similar
groups. It can be defined as a subdividing the customers based on already known good discriminator. Improve
customization of marketing: Meaning of customization of marketing is that, the firm or organization adapt and
change its services or products based on presenting a different and unique product or services for each
customer. With the purpose of ensuring that customer needs and requirements are met Customization is used
by the organization. Companies can put investment in information from customers and then customize their
products or services to maintain customer interests. Multichannel integration shows the point of co creation of
customer value in CRM. CRM will let companies to interact with customers more frequently, by personalized
message and communication way which can be produced rapidly and matched on a timely basis, and finally
they can better understand their customers and therefore look forward to their needs. Firms can make and
improve products and services through the information from tracking e. The firm heavily invests in screening
potential cardholders. They implement CRM by marketing the right products to the right customers. The firm
implemented personal greetings, collaborative filtering, and more for the customer. Consumer behaviour ,
Biology and consumer behaviour , and Buying decision Customer or consumer profiles are the essence of the
data that is collected alongside core data name, address, company and processed through customer analytics
methods, essentially a type of profiling. A customer is abstracted to information that sums up consumption
habits so far and projects them into the future so that they can be grouped for marketing and advertising
purposes. One research study analyzed relationships between consumers in China, Germany, Spain, and the
United States, with over brands in 11 industries including airlines, cars and media. This information is
valuable as it provides demographic, behavioral, and value-based customer segmentation. These types of
relationships can be both positive and negative. Some customers view themselves as friends of the brands,
while others as enemies, and some are mixed with a love-hate relationship with the brand. Some relationships
are distant, intimate or anything in between. Companies can collect this information by using surveys ,
interviews, and more, with current customers. For example, Frito-Lay conducted many ethnographic
interviews with customers to try and understand the relationships they wanted with the companies and the
brands. They found that most customers were adults who used the product to feel more playful. These days,
companies store and receive huge amounts of data through emails , online chat sessions, phone calls, and
more. All of these are signs of what types of relationships the customer wants with the firm, and therefore
companies may consider investing more time and effort in building out their relational intelligence. Social
media such as Facebook, Twitter, blogs , etc. This helps convert data into profits for the firm. Stronger bonds
contribute to building market share. By managing different portfolios for different segments of the customer
base, the firm can achieve strategic goals. For example, Harley Davidson sent its employees on the road with
customers, who were motorcycle enthusiasts, to help solidify relationships. Other employees have also been
trained in social psychology and the social sciences to help bolster strong customer relationships. Customer
service representatives must be educated to value customer relationships, and trained to understand existing
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customer profiles. Even the finance and legal departments should understand how to manage and build
relationships with customers. These systems codify the interactions between company and customers by using
analytics and key performance indicators to give the users information on where to focus their marketing and
customer service. The intention is to maximize average revenue per user , decrease churn rate and decrease
idle and unproductive contact with the customers. The gamification of customer service environments includes
providing elements found in games like rewards and bonus points to customer service representatives as a
method of feedback for a job well done. Automation prevents this by having pre-recorded audio messages that
help customers solve their problems. For example, an automated contact center may be able to re-route a
customer through a series of commands asking him or her to select a certain number in order to speak with a
particular contact center agent who specializes in the field in which the customer has a question. This also
saves time on behalf of the employees. Therefore, these firms can both share their own opinions and also track
the opinions of their customers. It can be used for networking or contact management as well to help increase
sales based on location. For the best level of CRM operation in a B2B environment, the software must be
personalized and delivered at individual levels. There are fewer figure propositions in business-to-business,
but in some cases, they cost a lot more than business-to-consumer items and relationships in
business-to-business environment are built over a longer period of time. Furthermore, business-to-business
CRM must be easily integrated with products from other companies. Such integration enables the creation of
forecasts about customer behavior based on their buying history, bills, business success, etc. An application
for a business-to-business company must have a function to connect all the contacts, processes and deals
among the customers segment and then prepare a paper. Automation of sales process is an important
requirement for business-to-business products. It should effectively manage the deal and progress it through
all the phases towards signing. Finally, a crucial point is personalization. It helps the business-to-business
company to create and maintain strong and long-lasting relationship with the customer.
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Chapter 7 : Customer-relationship management - Wikipedia
The right CRM (customer relationship management) application is an incredibly useful tool in sales. CRM applications
will store, sort, and report on your prospect and customer data.

Getty Images CRM as a Customer Service Tool Customer relationship management CRM providers have
tailored their offerings for the small business market, providing software-as-a-service options, integration with
other technologies, and an understanding of what small businesses want from their customer relationships. It
used to be that CRM was only for large enterprises and, then, there were horror stories about the technology
being too costly, too time consuming, too complex and too disruptive to be successful. Because of this, large
enterprises along with mid-sized companies have opened up their arms and embraced CRM in its more
affordable, easier, and accessible reincarnation and even small businesses may find these tools worthwhile.
The availability of customer relationship management packages for the small and mid-size business market is
growing, particularly in the on-demand or SaaS models. Every business needs some form of customer
relationship management CRM system, argues Brian Donaghy, vice president of product strategy with Smart
Online Inc. Of course, this is not always effective. Once a large-business luxury, CRM software packages
have come down in price and scale as they have migrated to hosted applications or SaaS solutions, making
CRM available to a growing number of small and mid-size businesses. Spending on SaaS will climb by 25
percent annually through , according to a May report by Saugatuck Technology Inc. SaaS Beyond the Tipping
Point. Upgrades can be done over the Internet, rather than by loading disks onto each computer. And,
employees can access the program with just an Internet connection. Licensed solutions typically start at
several hundred dollars per user license, and go up from there. Some also charge a maintenance fee of about
20 percent of the initial cost. But among the benefits of licensed CRM include that the application runs on
your computers, and data is stored in your file server, instead of off-site. Benefits of CRM Regardless of
which type of CRM product your business chooses, they offer some of the same benefits, allowing you to do
the following: Realize which customers produce the most profit. By analyzing buying behaviors and other
customer data, your business can gain a better understanding of who are your best customers. You can
differentiate between the customer who provide the highest profit margins and those that simply bring you the
most revenue. You could use that information to provide them a better type or tier of customer service for
better customers. More understanding of customer buying patterns can, again help you spot potential
high-value customers so that you can make the most of your sales opportunities with those customers. Data
gleaned from CRM can help you lower the cost of selling to certain customers and help you increase profits
from those customer interactions. This allows the CRM solution to link with other systems, eliminating the
need to enter information multiple times, says Clate Mask, president and chief executive officer with Infusion
Software. That makes it possible to view all the interactions that have occurred with a particular person, as
well as with multiple individuals within a single company. With this, promising opportunities are less likely to
fall through the cracks, says Harding. Employees should be able to use the system to electronically delegate
tasks to their colleagues. Information entry and access: Employees also should be able to enter and access
information from anywhere within the system, says Donaghy of SmartOnline. But they really help businesses
with two entirely different business processes and small and mid-sized businesses would do well with a
technology plan that marries the two. Though the term has evolved since it first made the scene 25 years ago,
CRM now mostly refers to software used to manage and maintain customer records while CEM tools help a
business enhance its customer interactions, says Ed Thompson, an analyst at Gartner, the IT research firm
based in Stamford, Conn. Essentially the two types of software solutions are pieces of the same puzzle and
should be used together, says Patricia Seybold, who owns the Patricia Seybold Group of Boston, which
advises businesses on customer relationship issues. CRM tracks and manages customer contacts. CRM is
specific to customer or to a company project. CRM software is most often a database-based. CEM is generally
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a sweeping term that refers to gathering customer input the better to change business operations. CEM mainly
uses survey software to gather customer input. CEM is about four things: Business owners generally
determine the way their customers perceive the company by surveying those customers. Thus, surveys are the
chief CEM tool. Really all a business needs are set methods for tracking customer experience and customer
contacts and measuring the customer experience. Online surveys, through such sites as SurveyMonkey , could
easily allow a small business to create and distribute their own customer experience surveys. The technology
is ultimately only as good as the data it holds. So you need to encourage user adoption or else your data will
be spotty. Ensuring data quality will take time and, maybe, money, to police.
Chapter 8 : Best CRM Software - Reviews, Pricing & Demos
CRM stands for customer relationship management. It's a category of integrated, data-driven solutions that improve how
you interact and do business with your customers. CRM systems and applications are designed to manage and maintain
customer relationships, track engagements and sales, and deliver actionable dataâ€”all in one place.

Chapter 9 : Customer Relationship Management Market Worth $ Billion By
Customer Relationship Management Software with Help Desk Ticketing and Project Management Learn more about
Commence Ideal for businesses of 10 to users looking for an easy to use, customizable solution for managing Contacts,
Tasks, Leads, Sales Opportunities and Projects.
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